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The following pages are filled with our favorite ideas for 2024. Our team spent hours exploring the PPAI Expo (our industry’s largest 
trade show!), hunting for the newest, most compelling promotional gifts we could find.. When you see something you love, or if you’re 
curious about how we can help with your next promotion, reach out to your account executive—we’re ready to help!

WARNING: Cancer & Reproductive Harm:   
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Some of the products within this catalog may contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information,
visit www.oehha.ca.gov and www.promoshopinc.com/compliance,  or reach out to your account executive.
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APPAREL



A2. YO BRO
This trendy shoe has 3 customizable, printed 
panels. Printed canvas upper. Rubber 
MD outsole with non-slip grid on bottom. 
Comfortable and breathable.

A3. CUSTOM SOCKS
From DivvyUp - the custom sock company. 
High quality & no minimums. DivvyUp was 
founded with the goal to sustainably provide 
socks to those in need. One pair for you, one 
pair for the world.

A4. EMBOSSED MID-WEIGHT HOODIE
A blend of comfort and innovation. Stand out 
with a uniquely embossed logo, which adds 
a stylish twist to a casual wardrobe staple.
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A1. BUCKET HAT
Available in your choice of cotton or polyester, 
these reversible hats are the perfect addition 
to any outfit or event. With full color printing 
capabilities to match to your brand, the options 
for custom designs have no limit.



A5. CARGO POCKET HAT
This hat is handy and stylish. Lend a tool up 
top to the cargo pocket overlay on either 
side; great for carpenter pencils, flashlights, 
multitools, and more. Made of durable canvas.

A8. LADIES PRINTED CAPS
Featuring three trendy patterns to elevate your style with a vintage touch. With a frayed pre-curved visor, plastic snap closure, and low crown 
design, these unstructured caps offer both comfort and fashion-forward flair. Crafted with pigment-dyed cotton twill front panels and a breathable 
mesh back, they’re the perfect accessory for any casual outing.

A6. RETRO ROPE CAP
This mid crown structured cap is a brushed 
cotton twill in a trend forward shape and 
colors with a white rope across the slight 
pre curved visor. 

A7. RECYCLED SNAP BACK TRUCKER
40% REPREVE® recycled polyester front 
panels, 100% REPREVE® recycled stretch 
mesh back panels, 100% recycled RPE visor, 
and ProFlex® adjustable sweatband.
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A9. PORT AUTHORITY® FLEXFIT 110® 
FOAM OUTDOOR CAP
87/13 poly/spandex front panels with light 
foam; 100% polyester mesh mid and back 
panels. Structured. Mid-profile. 5 panels.
Stretch and Flexfit 110 technology allows for 
the perfect blend of Flexfit technology and 
adjustability for a more custom fit. Crushable, 
foldable brim and crown for easy travel.





A10. NIKE FULL-ZIP CHEST SWOOSH JACKET
Nike designed this jacket with sustainability in mind because it’s made from at least 75% recycled and/or organic content. Details include a dyed-
to-match reverse coil zipper and an elongated vertical zippered left chest pocket. Front pockets, rib knit cuffs and rib knit hem complete the look. A 
contrast Swoosh logo is embroidered on left chest. Made of 6.2-ounce polyester fabric.

A11. DRI DUCK MEN’S MISSION QUARTER-ZIP
Features Heavy-duty, YKK ¬ zipper with easy-grab pull. Three-piece hood with dyed to match cotton braided draw cords. Stand-up collar. Rib knit 
cuffs and waistband. Exterior, front pouch pocket with snap closures.

A12 . CHAMPION GAMEDAY HOODED SWEATSHIRTS (UNISEX + LADIES)   
Single-ply hood. Champion logo black drawcord. Champion “C” patch on left sleeve. Stitch details at cuffs, waistband and hood. Heat sealed neck 
label. Every piece of Champion apparel purchased from alphabroder qualifies for Hanes4Education.
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A13. COMFORT DYE FLEECE HOOD
80% BCI Cotton 20% Polyester Pigment Dyed 
fleece. 100% Cotton face yarn. Garment 
washed. Flat DTM drawcords. 2x2 rib pocket 
openings, side gussets, cuffs and waistband. 
Set-on pouch pocket. Tear away label



A14. WOMEN’S MONTEBELLO PULLOVER HOODY
The Montebello Pullover Hoody is the perfect blend of comfort and sustainability. Made from sustainably sourced BCI Cotton for superior softness 
with durable Recycled Polyester to help maintain shape and transport moisture away from the skin. Hem side slits and taped neck seam provide 
extra comfort and durability. UPF Rating 50+ protects the skin from the sun’s rays.

A15. UNISEX HAPPY STRIPE HOODY  
Customize your sweatshirt colors! Become 10% happier with the Happy Stripe hooded sweatshirt. This hoodie is so cozy AND cool looking’ you’ll 
never want to take it off. Oversized hood. Single needle stitch work gives sweatshirt a unique, one-of-a-kind effect and vintage feel. Unisex. XXS-6XL.  
Designed, assembled, and sewn in the USA.
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A16. PORT AUTHORITY® TEXTURED CREPE LONG TUNIC 
Comfortable and flattering, this long tunic has timeless style and 
endless versatility.

A18. MERCER+METTLE™ RELAXED KNIT BLAZERS
A classic silhouette and timeless design, this sophisticated blazer is a wardrobe staple that will never go out of style. Designed with comfort in 
mind, the snag-resistant double knit pique fabric will move with you throughout the day for a polished and professional look.

A17. MERCER+METTLE™ STRETCH JERSEY LONG SLEEVE SHIRT  
Traditional components of a classic dress shirt combined with the 
comfortable drape of soft jersey fabric in a modern, moisture-wicking 
hybrid silhouette. A versatile choice for the office.
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A20. ECO BUTTON DOWN SHIRT
On a mission to help Earth RECOVER by outfitting everyone with apparel and gear for the biggest positive impact possible. The Eco Button 
Down Shirt is crafted from butter soft fabric and is extremely durable. It combines a vintage style with modern appeal and is 100% planet 
approved. 40% Post-Consumer Plastic. Vertically manufactured within a 10 mile radius in El Salvador.

A21. DEVON & JONES CROWNLUX PERFORMANCE® LADIES’ WINDSOR WELDED POLO 
Moisture-wicking, antimicrobial. UV Protection 50+. Print detail at back. Welded hems to reduce bulk and chafing. Luxury, comfort and 
performance in one. Self-fabric collar with integrated collar stays.

A19. ECO POLO BY RECOVER
The Eco Polo features a remarkably minimized carbon footprint as it is made entirely within our 10 mile HyperLocal supply chain at our state-
of-the-art El Salvador facility. This eliminates unnecessary transportation related greenhouse gas emissions. The classic 3 button and split 
hem make it the perfect casual statement piece with butter soft fabric that is made from upcycled cotton recycled plastic and no dyes or 
additives. Experience style and sustainability with the Eco Polo today.
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A22. REVERSIBLE SHERPA JACKET
Your new favorite jacket, with one side featuring sherpa for 
unbeatable warmth and the other, durable nylon for weather 
protection.

A23. DIVERGE REVERSIBLE JACKET
A premium, insulated, reversible jacket that is brimming with style 
and packed with features. Diamond quilted polyester exterior.
reversible cotton poly flannel interior.

A24. MEN’S BUSHWICK QUILTED JACKET
When the temperature unexpectedly dips, this quilted polyfill jacket with a snap closure center front zipper and zippered hand warmer pockets is 
guaranteed to keep you warm and protected from chills. 

A25. MAVERICK BOMBER JACKET
Look cool effortlessly with this unisex medium weight bomber jacket that is also eco friendly.  The making of every Maverick Bomber Jacket removes 
4 plastic bottles  from our earth.
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BAGS & TOTES



B2. THE URCHIN POUCH (6X7)
Hook this pouch on while walking for a chic, 
hands-free way to hold your essentials-- great 
for your phone, doggie bags, glasses and 
more. Made Techniluxe™ fabric, it’s designed to 
hold up and weather the test of time.

B3. TOPO DESIGNS ROVER PACK 
CLASSIC 15” LAPTOP BACKPACK
Designed for versatility in town or at the 
trailhead, this durable recycled nylon pack will 
hold up in any environment and stand out in all 
of them.

B4. CLUB DUFFEL BAG
This 600D polycanvas duffel features brass 
hardware, zipper closure, open pocket 
between straps, and exterior side pocket. Dye 
sub straps.

BAGS & TOTES
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B1. WASHAPAPER SLING BAG 
Natural paper sling bag is water-repellent yet 
washable. Produced from Cellulose plant fiber 
paper. Biodegradable: begins decomposing 
within 2 weeks of being placed in the ground.



B6. APPROACH BACKPACK  
Take a new approach to your commute with 
this classic backpack that keeps everything 
you need organized and ready for action.

B7. THE DARBY
This shoulder bag features a recycled material 
that is made from 16 plastic water bottles. Use 
the sturdy handles or included shoulder strap 
for easy carrying.

B8. FOLDABLE RPET BACKPACK
A foldable RPET backpack which collapses 
and folds into a small zip pouch for you to 
easily carry wherever you go.

B5. NATIVE UNION WORK FROM ANYWHERE BACKPACK
A classic touch to your modern-day tech. A slim profile, lightweight backpack for an effortless overall outlook and feel. Built-in padded sleeve & tech 
compartments. Interior water bottle holder, key leash, hidden pocket for Chipolo or AirTag. Foam back panel & shaped padded shoulder pads.

B9. TRAVISMATHEW LATERAL LAPTOP BACKPACK
Take on the day your way with this water-resistant backpack that’s perfect for travel because it can keep extra clothes separate from your 
other essentials.
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B10. VAPOR SLING CROSSBODY BAG
Constructed from an eco-friendly, recycled nylon fiber 
that’s made from pre-consumer waste, the Vapor 
Sling Crossbody is a fashionable blend of style and 
functionality. The pillowy soft, satin fabric front features 
four zip pockets. A tricot-lined top pocket is great for 
protecting sunglasses and smartphones from scratches, 
while the roomy main compartment is ideal for the rest 
of your daily essentials or toting a tablet.



B11. HUDSON COLE CANVAS GARMENT BAG & DUFFEL (2-IN-1)
This 45L travel overnight bag has multiple interior pockets that help keep your things organized, including a garment bag for keeping suits or 
dresses wrinkle-free.

B12. OGIO® UTILITARIAN MEDIUM 
CHECKED SPINNER
Features a removable, universal zippered 
front panel and 8 spinning wheels for easy 
maneuvering and increased stability.

B13. LUGGIT CUSTOMIZABLE LUGGAGE
Never lose your bag in a sea of luggage 
again! Add your sports team, alumni, initials or 
company branding in the colors and fonts of 
your choice.

B14. EZRI EXECUTIVE
Visually minimalistic but exceptionally 
functional, this laptop backpack enhances  
business attire while holding all work items, 
making it the best backpack for work.
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B15. THE BALOS TOTE
Designed with the earth in mind, our lightweight rich-to-the-touch Techniluxe™ fabric is made of 100% post-consumer recycled plastic.   The 
perfect tote bag that’s multi-use in every way. Use it to replace single-use shopping bags and then re-use it again and again.

B16. RAREFORM BLAKE TOTE
NO 2 BAGS ALIKE! Hand-cut from re-purposed 
billboard vinyl, making each bag totally unique.
Lightweight, water resistant, and easy to clean.

B17. BEACHCOMBER BAG / TOTE
Created for trips to the beach or park, this bag 
is waterproof, lightweight and ready to hold 
towels, sunscreen, lotion and flip flops.

B18. LUXE QUILTED PUFFER TOTE BAG
Water-resistant nylon tote bag, designed 
for both style and functionality. Featuring a 
zippered main compartment, interior zippered 
pocket, and slip pockets for easy organization.

B19. 12-PACK KASE MATE  
slide in a cold 12-pack case of beer or seltzer to keep your drinks cold for up to 7 hours. Extremely lightweight and comfortable to carry. Perfect for 
tailgates, barbecues, and golf outings.
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B20. MICRO CLASSIC MESSENGER BAG
A pint-sized take on our most iconic bag, the Micro Classic Messenger is an ideal small-carry solution, as either a crossbody or front carry sling. 
An interior mesh pocket is great for storing a phone or your small items. The interior lining is fully wipeable and the exterior fabric is water-
resistant. Perfect for toting those on-the-go essentials. Proof that great things do come in small packages.

B21. SIMPLE HYDRATION SLING
Stay hydrated and hands-free with our 
Hydration Sling! Easily carry a 32oz water bottle 
anywhere you need to go.

B22. WORKSPACE LUNCH BAG
Recycled 2-tone polyester, PEVA. Large main 
compartment with interior elastic water bottle 
holder. Easy cleanup.

B23. SUBLIMATED CROSSBODY BAG
Your next staple piece! Full color sublimation 
with your choice of any stock color nylon 
zipper, lining, and poly webbing belt.

B24. LUBU FANNY PACK SUBLIMATED  
Stand out from the crowd while staying on trend with a custom LUBU fanny pack! Full color sublimation with your choice of any stock color 
nylon zipper, lining, and poly webbing belt.
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B25. SUNSET STRAW BAG
Hand woven natural grass body. Faux leather 
outside pocket and handles. Zipper closure 
cloth lining. Zippered inner pocket.



B26. MIDORI BAMBOO POUCH
Eco-friendly pouch made with sustainable, 
certified bamboo fiber fabric

B27. HEMP POUCH
Made of 100% sustainable hemp with 
conveniently roomy interior.

B28. AWARE™ RECYCLED COTTON 
ZIPPERED POUCH
Uses the world’s first hybrid traceability 
technology delivering an indisputable way 
to track and validate textile impact.

B29. FEED MARKET TOTE  
A beautiful bag with a beautiful impact – this 
bag helps provide 5 school meals to kids 
around the world. Crafted from durable 16oz. 
100% GOTS Certified Organic cotton with a 9” 
handle drop – this tote will easily handle a trip 
to the market.

B30. FEED WEEKEND TOTE
Perfect for carrying your stuff and feeling 
generous. Proceeds from this tote helps provide 
5 school meals for kids worldwide living with 
food insecurity. Crafted using 12oz. 100% GOTS 
Certified Organic cotton and stylish copper 
rivets – this tote is both durable and classic.

B31. KEEPME® JUTE MARKET TOTE
Crafted with care and conscious materials, 
KEEPME® promises versatile designs made 
for all of life’s journeys, while reducing 
the environmental footprint. Crafted from 
renewable, biodegradable, and climate-
friendly jute material. A PVC-free product.
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DRINKWARE



D2.  20oz SPORTS WATER BOTTLE
24 hours cold and 12 hours hot. Wide mouth 
and Zero condensation. No odors or metallic 
aftertaste. 20oz. Adjustable silicone strap!

D3. 40oz LEGRANDE RECYCLED TUMBLER
Tumbler made from 91% recycled stainless steel.
Handle, lid, and straw made from 100% 
recycled polypropylene . made to fit nearly 
any car cup holder.

D4. ROCKS GLASSES
Full-grain leather, robust stitching, and solid 
brass rivets for a secure hold. Includes both 
glasses and leather wraps.

DRINKWARE
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D1. GOMIST MISTING AND 
DRINKING BOTTLE  
With ExtremeMist’s latest innovation, you can 
stay both cool and hydrated. The GoMist 
Misting & Drinking Bottle makes it possible 
for you to drink ice cold water and enjoy a 
refreshing, ultrafine mist at the same time.



D7. 40oz BOTTLE WITH WIDE MOUTH 3 FINGER LID
The 40oz bottle includes a wide mouth leak-proof 3-finger grip lid. The silicone ring ensures a snug fit to the top of the bottle to retain your beverages’ 
optimal temperature and is easily removable for proper cleaning. The lid is made to easily screw off and on your bottle and its 3-finger design gives it 
a comfortable feel when carrying it around with you wherever you go.

D8. RINGO 32oz WATER BOTTLE
The water bottle that magnetically holds your phone. Compatible with all devices. Works empty or full. Full 90 degree range. Dishwasher safe bottle.

D5. 20oz PINNACLE FLIP STRAW TUMBLER
Copper lined, vacuum insulated deep draw liner maintains 
optimal drinking temperatures.

D6. 3oz SS MINI MATE COLLECTION 
3 oz. Stainless Steel, double walled construction. Comes 
complete with a push-on, sip-through lid and SS  straw.
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D9. 32oz HUMBLER MUG
Introducing the NEW Humbler - the tumbler with 
a handle! Crafted from a 100% high-quality, 
food-grade silicone, it’s versatile, sustainable, 
and practically unbreakable - the Humbler won’t 
scratch, dent, fade, or shatter! And the best part? It’s 
dishwasher, microwave, and freezer safe, making 
your life even easier. 

D10. 12oz STEMLESS WINE TUMBLER
Stock your indoor & outdoor bar for carefree 
entertaining with new and improved, unbreakable, 
stemless silicone wine glasses. Redesigned to be 
more sturdy, this wine glass gives a more confident 
hold. With a polished outer surface, thicker wall and 
sturdier base, you’ll know a patented Silipint when 
you experience the difference.

D11. 24oz BUX RECYCLED TUMBLER
Reusable tumbler with lid and straw. Double-walled and made from 100% recycled SAN plastic. Bold, on-trend studded outer with smooth circle for 
showcasing your brand!  
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D12. 6oz HIPSTER FLASK BOTTLE
Break resistant glass. Stainless threaded leak proof lid. Soft touch silicone sleeve, including side cutouts to view item contents. Dishwasher safe. 

D13. 24oz OWALA FREESIP
24 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal bottle with copper vacuum insulation, dual-
purpose threaded lid, push-button locking mechanism, sip opening, built-in straw, and 
powder coated finish.

D14. 60oz HIMALAYA BOTTLE W/ BOWL
Made from high-quality BPA-free Tritan plastic
Pop-up silicone straw and spout lid. Removable 
silicone bowl base - Perfect for keeping your 
pet hydrated on a walk!  
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D15. A5 MEMOBOTTLE
Built for effortless all-day hydration, thanks to its 
extra large capacity and space-saving form. Its 
paper-inspired design allows for a Tetris style 
fit in your bag, flat against your books, laptop, 
and more.
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D19. HITCH® 18oz BOTTLE WITH 12 OZ. CUP
The Hitch Bottle and Cup is a full size, Hand wash only water bottle with a removable, barista approved cup hidden inside. With a bottle you’ll love and 
a cup that’s always with you, carry it better. Leave the juggling act behind and carry it in one hand. This carry-it-all one-hand wonder with lock-in 
technology replaces your old reusable bottle and cup with one solution to carry your water and coffee together.

D16. 16oz FELLOW CARTER SLIDE MUG  
Double wall SS tumbler with vacuum 
insulation, true taste ceramic inner coating, 
threaded slide lid with sip opening, and 
powder coated finish.

D17. 25oz LARQ FLIP TOP BOTTLE
Double wall premium electropolished SS 
thermal bottle with vacuum insulation, 
threaded lid with flip top, inner straw, 
silicone coated carabiner, and two-tone 
powder coated finish

D18. 17oz LARQ TWIST TOP BOTTLE
Double wall premium electropolished SS 
thermal bottle with vacuum insulation, 
threaded lid, and two-tone powder coated 
finish
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D20. 16oz MANHATTAN 2-TONE MUG 
Speckled design featured on top w/ hand 
dipped, earth-tone base. Gloss interior and rim. 
Easy to hold handle design.

D21. 16oz NAVAJO MUG
Each glazed mug is beautifully handcrafted 
and unique.

D22. 15oz KENNEDY CAMPFIRE MUG
Lovely pearlescent campfire mug - perfect 
for your glamping adventures!

D23. 16oz W&P MUG
A mug that fits in your hand, no handle 
required! This purchase supports food 
education via W&P’s partnership with Edible 
Schoolyard NYC.

D24. 20oz BRÜMATE TUMBLER
Pour over nesting cup - brew your favorite 
coffee directly into the tumbler! Craft the 
perfect, single-cup pour over anywhere.
Cup holder friendly. 

D25. PERKA® KERSTIN 16oz MUG
This double walled SS mug appeals to outdoor 
and indoor lovers alike. The molded cork base 
protects desktops from scratches. A portion of 
all proceeds is donated to Shelter to Soldier™, 
a non-profit organization that rescues dogs to 
train as service animals for veterans in need.HOT NEW IDEAS | 38



D26. SPIGLO
Unveil a new era of refined indulgence with 
this 750ML marvel, meticulously crafted 
from recycled stainless steel. Designed for 
the tasteful connoisseur, Spiglo seamlessly 
combines the vast allure of industrial aesthetics 
with eco-conscious luxury. The distinctive 
water spigot cap adds an innovative touch, 
redefining the act of sipping as an experience 
in itself. Spiglo packaging transforms into a bird 
feeder, giving it a second life!



TECH



T2. UNIVERSAL MAGSAFE PORTABLE 
CHARGER AND ADAPTER SET
Experience the next level of convenience with 
this 10,000mAh Power Bank, which combines 
a magnetic wireless charging pad, built-in 
cables, and a wall plug into one sleek package.

T3. NARWHAL 20 OZ SPEAKER LID
Enjoy your music with the convenience of 
carrying nothing more than your favorite cup 
and this ingenious lid. You can even make 
or take phone calls or change your playlist 
through the built in microphone.

T3. TYPE C MULTI PORT USB HUB
This adapter bridges the gap between 
standard USB and USB-C to connect older 
electronics to your USB C laptop or device.

TECH
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T1. PAPERSHOOT CAMERA
Transform your business promotions with 
Paper Shoot Cameras – where innovation 
meets brand engagement. These distinctively 
designed cameras, crafted from superior 
materials, offer a novel canvas for your logo, 
branding, and key messages.



T8. ENERGIZER TIRE PUMP
A portable and rechargeable electric tire 
pump with a large easy to view LED display. 
It has five inflation modes that include 
automotive, motorcycle, and bicycle tires.

T9. HUE 5000 MAH POWER BANK
W/ MULTI TIPS
Features a rechargeable lithium polymer 
battery, an integrated 5.5-inch cable with 
Type-C tip as a lanyard and 2-in-1 dual 
compatible fixed tip for Apple® iOS devices 
and Android devices with Micro input.

T10. WIRELESS MIC
This Wireless Microphone ensures your voice is 
heard with clarity and precision. The compact 
and discreet lapel design allows you to 
effortlessly clip it onto your attire, keeping your 
hands free and your focus on what matters. 

T5. THE ULTIMATE POWER CHARGER
The ULTIMATE Power Charger is the all-in-one 
solution to the frustrating charging puzzle! 
Includes 10,000 mAh power bank, magnetic 
wireless charger, AC adapter w/ USB-A & 
USB-C ports, self-contained 8-pin (iPhone) & 
USB-C cables & Slide-out phone stand.

T6. SOUND SPLIT 
WATERPROOF SPEAKER
Detachable wireless speaker featuring 
high definition Bluetooth® 5.1 technology. 
Separates into dual speakers for surround 
sound mode. Pairs from up to 32 feet away!

T7. ANKER 335 POWERCORE 20,000 
MAH POWER BANK
This small but mighty device powers most 
smartphones over 4 times and tablets at 
least 1.5 times. Enjoy rapid iPhone charging, 
reaching up to 50% in just 30 minutes. 
Simultaneously charges up to 3 devices.
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T11. CHI CHARGE STACK
Charging multiple devices at once while on 
the go just got easier. This compact device can 
wirelessly charge a compatible phone, watch, 
and earbud case all at the same time.



T12.  GROUND SOUND
The GroundSound is a special eco-conscious 
wireless speaker made with recycled coffee 
grounds. The speaker casing is 5% plant 
fiber, 70% recycled plastic, and 25% recycled 
coffee grounds provided by an instant coffee 
manufacturer. The top handle is also an easy 
spring clip to conveniently hook it onto a bag or 
carrying case.



T14. ECO-FRIENDLY DATA BLOCKER
This sleek and compact device acts as 
a digital gatekeeper, ensuring that your 
devices remain safe from unauthorized 
data transfers and malicious activities. 
Crafted with sustainability in mind, this data 
blocker features a sleek and durable wheat 
straw plastic casing. 

T15. BAMBOO CHARGING CABLE/
ACCESSORY KIT
Bamboo shell w/cables composed of 
wheat straw materials to ensure a low 
environmental impact. Remove the 
magnetic lid to reveal a USB A to USB C 
adapter, Type C to micro adapter and a 
Type C to Lightning adapter.

T16. BURBANK BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
This ABS and acrylic speaker with a colorful 
LED illuminating frame adds a touch of fashion 
to any setting! Small size and wide carrying 
handle allows you to take it to the party or 
wherever you desire. The mini rechargeable 
microphone provides different magic voice 
options and changes your sound every time. 

T17. CYBORG MAGSAFE POWER BANK
This sleek design tops off a complete package 
that includes fast charging technology (both 
wired and wireless), a versatile Type-C port, 
and a convenient Lightning port for easy 
recharging. Its clever design also transforms it 
into an upright phone stand..

T18. AEROLOFT™ BUSINESS FIRST
TECH ORGANIZER
Sleek performance polyester fabric that is 
colorful, lightweight, water-repellent and 
super durable. Safety padded design with 
convenient carrying strap for quick transport
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T13. ECOSPOT PRO
48% less new plastic than the original. Made 
from a blend that includes post consumer 
recycled ABS and biobased materials like 
wheat straw. This Pro version includes 
a cork keychain with a metal carabiner. 
Once the EcoSpot Pro is attached to an 
important item, like keys, it can be paired to 
the supporting app on a phone to help you 
find it.
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T21. SLIM TILE
The thin tracker for wallets and bags tags. Slim is a credit card size tracker for wallets, bag tags and passport holders. The perfect corporate branded 
gift. Popular as a golf day or travel themed gift. Your logo can be printed up to full color front and back.

T19. TERRATONE™ WIRELESS SPEAKER
Crafted from recycled faux leather and 
recycled plastic, this speaker champions 
both style and sustainability. With a 
1200mAh battery capacity, enjoy up to 
5 hours of playtime at 75% volume. The 
integrated battery functions as a charger 
for your devices, ensuring uninterrupted 
enjoyment while on the move.

T20. HEAVY DUTY 3-IN-1
CHARGING CABLE
Three interchangeable charging tips that 
are compatible with any phone, this cable 
ensures convenient charging for everyone. 
Its heavy-duty design guarantees long-
lasting durability, capable of withstanding 
the demands of daily use. Crafted from 
a soft yet resilient material, it offers both 
flexibility and strength. Heavy duty tangle 
free cable.
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OFFICE



O2. THE ROADIE
Compact, organized, and designed for on-
the-go. With 113 items, the Roadie is the perfect 
blend of everyday first aid and scenario-
specific essentials.

O3. ENVIRO PEN
Make an environmental promo impact with this 
eco-chic pen! Made of recycled ABS plastic 
with geometric holes to reduce material.
Ergonomic jumbo barrel and smooth writing 
hybrid ink for writing excellence.

04. SPARKLE CRUNCH STRESS BALL
Squeeze the stress ball and the small, hard 
beads inside create a crunching noise, 
appealing to those who seek a unique and 
engaging sensory experience for stress relief.

OFFICE
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O1. LUXXPAD
Introducing the LuxxPad, the ultimate glass 
mouse pad that redefines elegance and 
performance. Made of high-quality tempered 
glass, this stunning mouse pad is designed to 
last, with a smooth, scratch-resistant surface 
that can withstand daily use.



O6. DONALD - HARD COVER 
JOURNAL COMBO
Tuck your phone into the universal phone 
holder, protect your credit card in the RFID 
protected card slot and use the elastic pen 
loop to hold the included ballpoint pen.

O7. EVEREST FULL COLOR 
HARDCOVER JOURNAL
Layflat Smyth bound (thread bound) hard 
cover. Turned edge soft touch Senzabrite 
material with rounded corners, elastic 
closure & ribbon bookmark.

O8. B LINE SPIRAL JOURNALS
Sustainable Antique White Tree Free Covers - 
Made from Sugar Cane and Bamboo fibers.

O11. POST-IT® CUSTOM PRINTED NOTES
Introducing the all-new full color program - recycled paper available! Add your logo and text to this cool new pad with unique coloring pages that 
are sure to become a desktop staple.

O9. FABRIZIO-PADFOLIO &
REFILLABLE NOTEPAD
Vinyl with black elastic pen loop, brown felt 
lining and a 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” notepad containing 
60 white lined pages (refillable).

O10. SCRIBL JOURNAL COMBO
Kit includes metallic geo-pattern Reflection 
Scribl Journal and Top Notch Pen/Stylus. 
Available in a variety of color options. 
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O5. CASTELLI CARAPACE MEDIO LINED 
RECYCLED WHITE PAGE JOURNAL
Pages are made from 100% recycled fibers 
and fully biodegradable paper. FSC® certified 
and crafted with green energy.
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O12. NEOSKIN-MULTI-PURPOSE POUCH
Crafted as an understated way to carry pens, pencils, cables, or personal items you don’t want loose in a bag or on a desk. The new Neoskin 
Multi-Purpose Pouch is the companion for wrangling creativity and maintaining order.
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O16. REBORN RECYCLED ALUMINUM PEN
A stylish and sustainable metal pen. Recycled 
aluminum barrel, renewable bamboo plunger, 
gunmetal SS clip, and clear RPET recycled 
plastic surround.  

O18. HARMONY SNAPPER FIDGET PEN
The perfect way to relieve stress and anxiety. 
Made of high-grade silicone. Built-in snapper 
for satisfying clicking sound. Smooth dip and 
textured grip for sensory stimulation.

O13. MAXEMA MOOD METAL CHROME 
PALETTE PEN
Chrome finish metal barrel, tip and push button. 
Solid color clip with a glossy finish.

O14. WIZZARD
Let your stress whizz away with this fun 
executive pen! This twist retraction metal 
stylus pen features a fidget spinner on top.

O17. CIKLO PEN
Made in Canada by Kotmo - a B-Corp 
Certified company. Made from post-
consumer recycled and recyclable 
polypropylene. 

O15. GARLAND® USA MADE 
EXECUTIVE PEN | POLISHED GOLD
Twist pen - gold w/ gold accents. 4C logo 
dome and single location laser engraving.
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O19. WHITEBOARD DESK ORGANIZER
Designed to conveniently slip between your monitor and keyboard, this Uber-useful Whiteboard Desk Organizer will keep your desk sticky 
note and clutter-free while you let the ideas flow! Featuring a high-quality flip-top glass whiteboard, stand for phones & tablets, multiple 
storage compartments, and 2 dry erase markers w/ eraser cap.

O20. DESK VAULT ORGANIZER BOX
Keep desk, office, and home organized with Savor’s all-in-one organization and storage system for important files, documents, and objects. 
Drawers, files and labels provide a go-to convenient home for those key items you need to keep track of – from passports to greeting cards, 
office supplies to keepsakes, keys to gift tags – but don’t want cluttering the house. 
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O21. SCAFOLDEE LAPTOP STAND
Discover the Scaffoldee, an enduring laptop 
stand meticulously crafted from top-tier steel 
and aluminum. Unlock the potential of your 
laptop with its adaptable base featuring a 
360-degree swivel and customizable height, 
empowering you with versatile ergonomic 
comfort.



O22.  BKLN BENTO INSULATED FOOD THERMOS
Ultra-stylish SS thermos collection featuring copper lined 
vacuum insulation that keeps hot food hot and cold food 
cold! 100% leak proof. Includes bamboo spoon.
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O24. MIIR® STANDARD FRENCH PRESS
Steep, press, and serve straight from the vessel. 
Keep sediment out of your cup so all you’re 
tasting is clean notes of perfectly brewed 
coffee. Every MiiR product sold helps fund 
transparent giving projects

O26. CRAFT GIFT BOX PAPER STRAWS
An eco-conscious branded promotion 
that eliminates waste from non-recyclable 
plastic straws.

O23. BOON BOONA COFFEE SAMPLE BOX
Boon Boona cultivates enduring, sustainable partnerships with coffee stakeholders across African nations like Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burundi, and 
Kenya. Prioritizing support for woman-owned growers and exploring untapped regions, we view coffee as a catalyst for shared prosperity, 
channeling a significant portion of profits back to individual growers and contributing to the overall development of the African coffee 
industry. Our intentional approach enables us to source top-quality coffee while fostering positive impact.
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O25. BLENDJET 2 PORTABLE BLENDER
BlendJet 2 serves up big blender power on 
the go. Convenient to use at home, at work, 
outdoors, at the gym, in the car, at the beach, 
on vacation or wherever the day takes you.



YUMS



Y2. CUPHOLDER COOKIES
Personalized thank you canisters filled with 
your choice of sweet or savory treats. The 
perfect gift for automotive clients, detailers, 
or anyone who would love a yummy treat 
on the go!

Y3. ACT NATURAL
Ease your new hire’s first-day jitters with 
sustainable snacks & customized swag! This 
eco-conscious kit features upcycled, planet-
friendly food & reusable office essentials.

YUMS
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Y1. 6 PACK CUSTOM COOKIE SHOTS IN
RETAIL PACKAGING
Dirty Cookie’s custom cookie shots are the
ideal sweet treat for any occasion. Wow
anyone with these six customizable cookie
shots in a custom-branded box.

Y4. BLUEBERRY COFFEE CAKE
These single-serve blueberry coffee cakes 
have full-sized flavor! Swirled with blueberries, 
topped with cinnamon streusel, and packaged 
in a customizable silver box w/ black ribbon.



Y8. BREAKTIME FOR CHOCOLATE
This kit comes with the option of customizing 
the entire mailer box. The set includes one 
Rustic 3-tone mug, one hot cocoa packet 
and two French Chocolate Sable cookies.

Y9. WHAT SMELLS SO GOOD BUNDLE
Delight your senses with this irresistible bundle 
featuring the aromatic Coconut Cashew 
Brittle, delectable Sweet Toasted Pecans, and 
tantalizing Churro Pretzels.

Y10. DIVINE CHARCUTERIE SPREAD
Everything you need for a delicious charcuterie 
spread is included in this amazing gift! Two 
gourmet, shelf stable cheese spreads are 
accompanied by a selection of sweet and 
salty nuts, pita chips, dipping pretzels, gourmet 
mustard and a beautiful, color-blocked board.HOT NEW IDEAS | 60

Y5. CITY BONFIRES S’MORES KIT
This S’mores Kit makes 4 sandwiches and 
includes 8 Graham Cracker Squares (4 packs 
of 2), 4 Marshmallows, and 4 HERSHEY’S Fun 
Size Milk Chocolate Bars (or 1 Fudge Packet if 
ordering the warm weather friendly version). 

Y6. GOURMET BISCOTTI VARIETY SET
This set of 6 decadent Biscotti are covered 
in Belgian Chocolate and topped with 
festive & delicious Candy toppings. Each 
treat is individually wrapped and has a 
shelf life of 2 weeks. Add a logo to the stock 
design box or create your own custom box.

Y7. CEREAL BOXES
Your brand will be on everyone’s lips with 
this new collection of breakfast cereals. 
Flavors include everyone’s favorites: 
Cheerios, Fruit Loops, Special K, Lucky 
Charms, Rice Krispies and Frosted Flakes. 
Have your own favorite flavor? Just ask!



Y11. SWEETER CARDS
Sweeter Cards is the first-ever greeting card 
and gourmet chocolate bar all in one. We 
are woman (and mom!) owned, use fair 
trade certified chocolate, recyclable card 
packaging, and employ adults with disabilities 
to bring our two-for-one concept to life. Our 
chocolatier has been making unbelievably 
delicious and ethically-sourced chocolate for 
over 40 years, and we are proud to be based 
and made in St. Louis, Missouri.
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Y15. FULL COLOR CUSTOM PRINTED 
COOKIE-3 PACK
Includes a customizable die cut gift box, 
adding a touch of personalized charm to 
every sweet surprise.

Y16. CAST IRON SKILLET BAKING KIT
Whether it’s Cookies, Brookies or Brownies, 
these 5” cast iron skillet kits give you everything 
you need to make warm, delicious baked 
treats at home.

Y17. SMASH CHOCOLATE HEART WITH 
GUMMY BEARS
Give the perfect experiential gift with this milk 
chocolate smash heart. Comes complete with 
chocolate breaking device for your smashing 
pleasure.

Y12. WATERMELON BEARS:
TASTER PACKET
Sweet and summery! 1.3 oz taster packets of 
these chewy, juicy watermelon-flavored bears 
are great for summer event gifting. Perfect for 
color-matching to blue brand logos.

Y13. OH SO SWEET GIFT SET
Charm your recipients with this premium 
set full of colorful, chewy, irresistible treats. 
Includes: a customizable iridescent box.

Y14. CUSTOM WRAPPER BARS
Designed to provide endless promotional 
opportunities, these delicious 1 oz. milk or 
dark chocolate bars are available as solid 
or breakaway bars.

Y18. CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN MESSAGE (VANILLA SHORTBREAD COOKIES)
Surprise and delight your family and friends with a treat that’s totally personalized. These light-as-air, melt-in-your-mouth personalized vanilla 
shortbread cookies feature a message that will bring a moment of genuine and delicious connection to your celebrations. Truly the sweet spot 
between beauty and flavor!
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GIFTS & MORE



G2. PRIME LINE BELLE MARE 
UMBRELLA BEACH TENT
This sleek and innovative tent provides you 
with the ultimate shade solution while ensuring 
effortless setup and take-down!
Includes carry pouch with handle

G3. VERTICAL WALLET
This patented Thread® wallet is equipped 
with RFID technology to protect your credit 
card information from being stolen. The elastic 
pocket fits tightly around your cards to hold 
them in place. Shown with wrist lanyard.

G4. HAZELNUT CHUNKY FUR BLANKET
Gorgeous 50” x 60” plush microfiber fur
throw. Double layered construction. Sculpted 
fur pattern adds an irresistible look and feel.

GIFTS & MORE
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G1. ELEMENTAL PREMIUM 
REFILLABLE CAR VENT DIFFUSER
Introducing the Elemental Premium Refillable 
Car Vent Diffuser – an innovative and stylish 
solution to transform your daily commute into a 
refreshing and invigorating experience. Elevate 
your car interior with this sleek and modern 
diffuser designed to seamlessly integrate into 
your vehicle’s vent system.



G8. LIP BUTTER  
Formulated to feel fabulous — shea and cocoa 
butters are blended to be ultra-moisturizing, 
nourishing, and longer-lasting. Inspired by 
beauty counters and released in both best-
selling and nationally trending flavors, this 
new line of lip balm comes in a clear, oval tube 
giving it a sophisticated retail look.

G9. GRAVITY NECK & 
SHOULDER RELAXER
Take the weight off your shoulders with the 
Gravity Neck & Shoulder Relaxer. Made of 
dense and soft foam, it provides a comfortable 
and supportive base for users. This tool aims to 
deliver relaxation and alleviate pressure in the 
neck and shoulders while supporting the spine 
with its C-curve design.

G10. SMART EYE MASSAGER
Experience the ultimate relief for your tired eyes 
with the revolutionary Smart Eye Massager. 
Crafted to perfection, this cutting-edge 
device is designed to melt away the stresses 
of the day and restore your eyes to a state of 
pure tranquility. Equipped with advanced air 
compression technology, it delivers a rhythmic, 
soothing massage to the delicate areas around 
your eyes.

G5. AIRTAG SILICONE KEY TAG 
Never lose your keys with this stylish silicone 
airtag keychain! Protects your airtag from 
scratches and impact. Easy installation with a 
perfect fit. Made of easy to clean soft durable 
silicone. Does not include airtag.

G6. HALF WALLET 
A classic cardholder that holds 6-12 cards 
and folded cash. Perforated design. Premium 
U.S. vegetable-tanned leather. Handmade in 
Portland, OR!

G7. TETHER CORD PHONE LANYARD
Adjustable 6mm rope lanyard with lobster 
claw attachment and tether patch. Can be 
worn around the neck or crossbody. Tether 
patch fits inside phone case and attaches to 
lanyard. Allows access to charging port. Fits 
most smart phones
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G11. PRO GOLF BALL MASSAGER
Hit a branding sweet spot with the Pro Golf Ball 
Massager. This handy tool relieves muscle tension and 
promotes relaxation for golfers, athletes, or anyone 
in need of a simple massage tool. It is compact and 
easily portable, suitable for use at home, in the office, 
or while on the go. It can also double as a desk 
accessory. The dimpled golf ball shape sets it apart 
from other massage tools and stress relief products, 
adding an element of fun and distinctiveness.



G12. RABBIT CORKSCREW
The Rabbit Wing Corkscrew is a two-in-one 
tool that makes opening wine or beer bottles a 
breeze. It fits easily on top of most wine bottles 
and centers itself over the cork with no extra 
effort. Pop the top or pop the cork with the 
Rabbit Wing Corkscrew. Happy hosting!
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G16. TAILGATE BUDDY
Your new favorite accessory for tailgating, 
backyard barbecues, camping trips or just 
hanging out a home! This stainless steel 
powder coated mini keg Holds 128oz and is 
sure to be the life of any party.

G17. VOYAGER COOLER CHAIR
This outdoor recreational-use chair has been 
designed to provide maximum comfort, 
ultimate durability, and functionality to relax in 
the great outdoors. A cooler-chair combo with 
storage for anything you need under your seat, 
a versatile cupholder, hands-free carry straps 
and more, VOYAGER is built to last, adventure 
after adventure.

G18. ILIVE COOLER PRO WIRELESS 
COOLER SPEAKER
The Cooler Pro wireless speaker system 
doubles as a full six can cooler, letting you bring 
the beats AND the beverages. Truly the best of 
both worlds!

G13. RABBIT WINE BOTTLE CARRIER
This stylish insulated wine carrier makes sure 
you’ll always be ready to serve wine at the 
perfect temperature.

G14. CANTINERO SHOT GLASS 
SERVING SET
Set includes a handsome dark acacia cocktail 
serving tray specifically carved to hold the 
included six heavy-bottom shot glasses, 
ceramic dish for lime slices, and frosted-glass 
salt shaker with chromed steel lid.

G15. ICE STAMP
Custom shape emblem mounted on standard 
handle. Emblem Standard size up to 1.5” diame-
ter. Handle Standard size up to 3.0” length
Choice of gold or silver plating. Embossed logo 
with smooth or textured back.
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G19. FLIKRFIRE PERSONAL FIREPLACE
Introducing FlikRFire, an experiential brand 
driven by making memories. Operating on just 
isopropyl rubbing alcohol, FlikRFire personal 
fireplaces safely brings the mesmerizing, 
peaceful, and fascinating nature of flame 
anywhere you go, indoors or outdoors.

G20. AIRSCAPE® LITE FOOD
STORAGE CONTAINER
Designed to keep your perishables fresh for 
longer, these canisters boast a unique patented 
valve system that effectively eliminates excess 
air, preserving the integrity of your food items. 
The Airscape® Lite Kitchen Canisters are ideal 
for a wide range of food items, including 
coffee, tea, sugar, flour, pasta, and much more.

G21. 4 OZ CITY BONFIRES CORPORATE 
COLOR CANDLE GIFT SET (3 PIECE)
This 4 oz candle set includes 3 mini mason jars 
in your choice of 10 color/scent combinations. 
Each color wax has a specific scent, but 
custom combinations are available - just ask! 
Made in the USA!

G22. RPET ROUND SUNGLASSES
Recycled polyethylene terephthalate (rPET) 
frame and recycled polycarbonate (rPC) 
lenses. UV 400 sun light protection
Lightweight and drop resistant frames.

G23. RECHARGEABLE HAND
WARMER SET
This set of 2 rechargeable hand warmers are 
perfect for any outdoor event. Warm both 
hands at the same time. Small enough to put 
in your pocket! Provides up to 8 hours of heat 
and warms up in about 3 seconds with 3 
temperature settings.

G24. LUGGAGE SCALE
Prevent overweight baggage fees with 
our digital luggage scale. Lightweight and 
compact, you can carry the scale everywhere 
you go. With a built-in temperature sensor, 
you can now measure and estimate the 
temperature outside before stepping out.
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G25. STICK-ON WALLET
Minimal cardholder that sticks to the back of 
your phone or case. Perfect for quick access 
to the 1-2 cards you use most. Ultra strong 3M 
adhesive can be removed if needed. Premium 
U.S. vegetable-tanned leather. Handmade in 
Portland, OR.

G26. 5 PIECE MANICURE SET
This hand-y kit includes a diagonal nail clipper, 
nail file, scissors, and cuticle pusher. The case 
provides a smooth, stylish backdrop for your 
brand messaging and is sure to be used over 
and over.

G27. BRONZE LATITUDE NECKLACE
Latitude lines run North-South on the globe 
and are divided by the Equator. The Nautical 
Bronze Latitude Necklace can be customized 
with the coordinates of your HQ, Employee 
Retreat location, or any special place you 
would like to commemorate!

G28. DESCANSO PADDED BEACH CHAIR
What if your lightweight, folding beach chair 
could be as stylish as it is remarkably comfy? 
This chair proves you really can have it all. 
Removable, machine-washable seat cover. 
Foldable. Quilted, cushioned seat cover. 
Adjustable padded backpack straps. Real 
wood armrests.

G29. WEATHERMAN® TRAVEL UMBRELLA
Compact but mighty, the Weatherman Travel® 
is every commuter’s favorite accessory to bring 
on daily adventures or long-term trips. It weighs 
under a pound and is less than 12 inches in 
length – the perfect size to carry with you in 
your purse or small backpack every day in 
case of a surprise shower.

G30. INTREPID WATER BOTTLE POUCH
This convenient pouch fits your favorite 
40oz tumbler! Includes a zippered main 
compartment, Interior mesh pocket, adjustable 
belt with hook and loop closure, and rubber 
grips to prevent sliding.
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G31. “THANK YOU” SUCCULENT BOX
Send a garden full of gratitude with an 
arrangement of lush succulents. Hardy and 
easy to care for, assorted succulents are 
expertly planted in a hand crafted wood 
trough branded “Thank You.” Measures 
approximately 8’’ x 5’’ x 6” to top of 
arrangement. Requires 2nd day shipping.



G33. “HARD-TO-KILL” POTTED
DESK PLANT
When you send one of our Hard-to-Kill Plants to 
your clients, not only will your gift stand out, but 
your logo will be sitting on their desk ALL YEAR 
LONG. 

G34. LED TABLE LAMP
This rechargeable LED Table Lamp is a beacon 
of sophistication and versatility designed to 
illuminate your space with elegance. Crafted 
from durable steel, this table lamp is not just a 
lighting solution; it’s a statement piece that adds 
ambiance to any setting.

G35. KASHWERE OVERSIZED THROW
Perfect for all day lounging and large enough 
to share! But if you choose to keep it all for 
yourself, we won’t judge! Effortless to style, this 
showstopping throw might just be the softest 
you’ll ever touch.

G32. LUCERNE CHUNKY KNIT THROW
Knitted of plush acrylic yarn with a  cable knit pattern and oversized tassels. Stylish leatherette patch compliments the throw while providing 
a subtle touch of branding. 
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G39. SUNDAY GOLF LOMA BAG
Under 2 pounds, the LOMA Bag is an ultra-
lightweight golf bag that doesn’t break the 
bank or your back! It holds up to 7 clubs, so 
you’ll never have to lug that old bag around 
your local Par 3 course again.

G40. SUNDAY GOLF MAGNETIC TOWEL
With its built-in magnet, this towel securely 
attaches to any metal surface, keeping it 
conveniently within reach. Its high-quality 
fabric quickly removes dirt and sweat, ensuring 
optimal grip and performance on every swing.

G41. THE RAYDEFYER
Weather prediction not sure on whether the 
day will bring sun or rain? Prepare for both! The 
Raydefyer features a vented polyester canopy 
with a protective SPF 50+ UV coating on a 
fiberglass wind-resistant frame.

G36. SMASHER PICKLEBALL SET
This set has everything you need to get a game 
going, including 2 paddles, 2 high-visibility 
indoor pickleballs, all packed in a mesh sling 
bag. Perfect for players of all ages and 
skill levels.

G37. PICKLEBALL PADDLE COVER
Keep that pickleball paddle protected while 
not in play. This neoprene paddle cover will 
do just that. Zippered for a snug fit.
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G38. RALLYREADY PICKLEBALL TOTE
Your ultimate companion on the court. Crafted 
from durable 16 oz canvas with a stylish PU 
Leatherette trim, this bag seamlessly blends 
fashion and function.



G42. SNAPS GOLF HAT STRAP CLIP
As seen on your favorite golfer’s cap, the 
SNAPS Hat Strap Clip is the premier golf 
headwear accessory brand for making your 
mark on and off the course. The patented 
design clips easily to most adjustable hat straps 
for convenient access to your ball marker and 
highly visible branding.
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FUN STUFF



F2. COMPRESSED KITCHEN SPONGES
These sponges offer an exciting canvas for 
logos, artwork, and images to truly shine! 
Starting off paper-thin, just submerge in water 
to activate and expand. Choose a classic 
rectangle shape, or opt for a custom shape at 
an additional charge.

F3. UDESIGN PHONE HOLDER
Design your own phone holder shape in a cast 
stone material! Layout can be etched with 1 
color fill or UV printed in full-color. Choose from 
95 stock cast stone colors. Pieces are Made in 
the USA!

F4. CUSTOM INFLATABLES
Do you want to make a big impression 
and get noticed? Then you need a custom 
inflatable from the experts! We can design and 
manufacture an inflatable to any specification.

FUN STUFF
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F1. CUSTOM BLOCK SETS
First Gear can design a custom block set to fit 
any promotion. We’ve made trucks, buildings, 
ATV’s, tractors, stores, playsets, and restaurants. 
Each block set comes with a custom designed 
package, instruction manual, and decal sheet. 
Plus our blocks are compatible with major 
leading brands of building blocks. Typical lead 
time for a custom building block program is 
about 6 months.



F8. POPSOCKET CHROMA
The new PopGrip - Swappable makes it easy 
to remove the PopTop from the base to charge 
your phone wirelessly. Like a classic PopGrip, 
the PopGrip - Swappable sticks flat to the back 
of your phone with a repositionable gel. Once 
extended it becomes a media stand and grip.

F9. NAIL STICKERS
Nail stickers are the perfect way to put your 
logo, message, team name or any other 
rally message on the fingertips of your fans, 
employees, clients, constituents and more. 
Features 14 stickers (12 stickers, giving 2 extra for 
any mistakes in applying). Just stick on and trim 
with a scissor and file the edge.

F10. LETTER BEAD BRACELET
For those who are looking for a casual and fun 
style, string and beaded bracelets are a great 
choice! With so many colors to choose
from, there are many possibilities, add a metal 
brand charm for a unique promo gift!
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F5. ICYBREEZEBUDDY BUNDLE
Get ready to breeze through the heat with our 
IcyBreeze Buddy™, the ultimate portable AC 
misting fan designed to keep you cool 
wherever your adventures take you.

F6. CUSTOM SLYDRS
Custom slides for your company, traveling 
sports team, or even your dog’s birthday party!  
Offering edge to edge printing, a soft, cushy 
footbed, PU leather strap, slip-resistant, long 
lasting rubber outsole, and high quality velcro.

F7. VICTOR METRO DUAL BLUETOOTH 
SUITCASE TURNTABLE
Some say you can’t improve on a classic, but 
we are here to prove them wrong! We took 
the timeless designs and upgraded them with 
Bluetooth output functionality, so now you can 
listen to your favorite records on the speaker 
system of your choice!



F11. THE GET LITS
The 1st and only light up tennis shoes in the industry. 
With multiple color changing settings, this is a great 
addition to any school store, sports team, and a shoe 
junkie! Each pair of shoes comes with it’s own cord 
for charging.  The logo can be heat transferred to the 
empty back heel or by the laces.
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F12. ASOBU BESTIE BOTTLE W/ CUSTOM 
CHARACTER HEADS
Your BFF for walks, sports, traveling, camping, 
runs, rallies, raves, and the rest of your 
adventures together!
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F16. THE DRINKWELL
A beverage holder that keeps your workspace 
beverages safeguarded against spills that can 
ruin your day (and your sensitive electronic 
devices!). Heavyweight wood base with 
imprinted background pattern and gloss 
lamination for a durable surface. The aluminum 
stand-off hardware floats a clear acrylic face 
that is full-color imprinted.

F17. RECYCLED VINYL RECORD JOURNAL
Made with authentic recycled vintage vinyl 
records on the cover of each journal. Journals 
feature 80 sheets of lined paper (160 pages, 
front and back). Full-color custom printed record 
label on cover, elastic strap closure, faux leather 
back cover. Inside cover branding and full color 
belly bands available, as well as individual 
shrink wrapping!

F18. PREMIUM BUBBLES & WAND
Bubble Tree Original Refillable system is not 
just safe for the environment but safe for you 
too. Get rid of one time use plastic bottles. 
Reuse! Refill! Recycle and Share! Featuring 
eco-friendly superior bubble solution and a 
refillable aluminum bottle.

F13. 3D TEXTURE PRINT LAPEL PINS
3D Texture Print lapel pins simulate the texture 
and dimension of traditional die struck 
enamel pins with low minimum quantities and 
fast production times. Perfect for quick turn 
recognition, awareness, and award emblems.

F14. PHOTO REVEAL ART
The ‘Reveal’ itself is brought about by simply 
sweeping the included oil brush over the 
surface of the hidden or ghosted image. 
Transform your brand messaging into a 
magical work of art!

F15. LARGE WAVE ACRYLIC
VIDEO AWARD
This award is a revolutionary way to bring full-
color video media messaging to desktop and 
wall-mounted acrylic awards and recognition 
items. The video is triggered by a push-button 
and includes audio. The video content can be 
personalized!
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Pricing Disclaimer: Due to the uncertain nature of tariffs and the economy, pricing is subject to change, so we have opted out of including pricing in the catalog. All pricing 
available upon request. Please contact your account executive today for pricing and/or to discuss additional product ideas to include in your next promotion.

SHOP.THEBRANDITAGENCY.COM


